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Abstract. Changes in N-linked glycosylation are known to occur during the development of various diseases. For example,
increased branching of oligosaccharides has been associated with cancer metastasis and has been correlated to tumor progression
in human cancers of the breast, colon and melanomas. Increases in core fucosylation have also been associated with the
development of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Recently, changes in both the total serum glycome and the glycosylation of
specific IgG molecules have been observed in people with liver fibrosis and cirrhosis. The mechanisms by which changes in
glycosylation are observed and their use as biomarkers of disease will be discussed.
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1. Introduction
Infection of the liver with hepatitis B virus (HBV)
and/or hepatitis C virus (HCV) is characterized by the
ability to cause either acute infection that is frequently clinically inapparent or an unresolved, long term,
chronic infection [1,2]. 10–40% of those chronically
infected will develop either liver cirrhosis and/or primary hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Cirrhosis is a
chronic disease of the liver where the normal liver architecture is replaced by fibrotic scar tissue, and is associated with an eventual decline of liver function. The
development of cirrhosis is a pre-malignant condition
and leads to an increased risk for the development of
HCC [3–5]. Although there are many causative agents
for cirrhosis, chronic viral infections of the liver by
HBV and/or hepatitis C virus HCV are among the most
common etiologies.
HCC is a cancer arising from the liver and is referred to as primary liver cancer. HCC is the fifth
most common cancer in the world and is the 3rd leading cancer killer worldwide [6].The World Health Or∗ Corresponding
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ganization (WHO) estimated that in 2005 there were
560,000 new cases of liver cancer worldwide, and a
similar number of patients died as a result of this disease (http://www.who.int/en). The low survival rates
have been attributed to the late diagnosis and poor therapeutic options [7].

2. Methods for detecting liver disease
For HBV and/or HCV infected patients, treatment
decisions are based upon biochemical laboratory data, specifically hepatic transaminases, and more importantly the degree of hepatic inflammation and fibrosis
on histological analysis [8]. For example, in individuals with HBV, advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis are considered justifications to begin antiviral therapy [4,8,9].
More importantly, the determination of hepatic fibrosis
is critical to stage the severity of the liver disease in
order to determine the prognosis and response to antiviral therapy [10]. It is thus extremely important to
be able to determine the presence of significant fibrosis
and cirrhosis in a manner that will allow for routine
clinical monitoring.
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The gold standard for the staging of chronic liver
disease is histopathological analysis, especially the determination of the amount of hepatic fibrosis [11]. The
degree of liver injury in patients with chronic viral hepatitis is measured using a grading and staging system
that are used to measure the degree of inflammation
and fibrosis [12]. These are histological indicators that
are classically associated with severity and progression
of liver disease. However, biopsy is expensive, variable, and has low patient acceptance due to its inherent
discomfort and potential risk for serious adverse outcomes. In addition, there is low concordance with the
interpretation of the biopsy even among expert pathologists and suffers from sampling error, thereby, giving
misleading results [13]. Alternative non-invasive tests
for the measurement of hepatic fibrosis are urgently
needed. Since the liver is a highly secretory organ, it
has been reasoned that the circulation would contain
selective molecules that, in their abundance or modification, would reflect the physiological state of the
liver.
The progression of liver disease into liver cancer is
monitored primarily by the use of serum levels of the
oncofetal glycoprotein, alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), which
is thought to be produced by transformed liver cells.
However, AFP can be produced under many circumstances, including other liver diseases [14–16], and is
not a definitive marker for the development of HCC.
Analysis of the regulatory mechanisms of increased
AFP synthesis in hepatic injury and in malignant transformations has been unable to distinguish elevation of
AFP between HCC and chronic liver disease [17,18].
Hence the usefulness of AFP screening is limited and
its use as a primary screen for HCC has been questioned [4].

3. Changes in glycosylation associated with HCC
The literature indicates that changes in glycosylation occur during the development of HCC. The most
notable change is an increase in the level of core alpha 1,6 linked fucosylation of AFP [19,20]. In HCC
and in testicular cancer, the glycosylation of AFP shifts
from a simple biantennary glycan to an alpha 1,6 linked
core fucosylated biantennary glycan. This change has
been observed by both direct glycan sequencing of AFP
and by increased reactivity of AFP with a variety of
lectins that preferentially bind to fucose containing glycan [21]. The species of AFP that reacts preferentially
with the lectin lens culinaris (LCH) is referred to as

AFP-L3. Several reports have clearly indicated that
AFP-L3 is a more specific marker of HCC than is the total AFP protein level [22–24]. Indeed, AFP-L3, gained
approval from the US Food and Drug administration
(FDA) in 2005 as the only diagnostic assay for HCC.
In addition to the increases in fucosylation observed
on AFP, other changes in N-linked glycosylation have
also been observed. These change include the addition
of bisecting N-Acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) residues
along with increased alpha 2,6 linked sialation [25].
These changes have been observed on a more global
scale, rather than through the examination of a single
glycoprotein.
Although the molecular mechanism of increased fucosylation in HCC is not clear [26–28], it is known that
the increase is not restricted to AFP [29–31]. Results
from several groups have indicated that other liver derived glycoproteins such as serotransferrin, and alpha 1
antitrypsin also become fucosylated with the development of HCC and a recent study has proposed that these
glycoforms may be valuable biomarkers of HCC [31].
Recent work has identified changes in glycosylation
that can be observed in the serum of people that correlate with the presence of HCC. This has been performed
either on glycan analysis of whole serum [32], or serum
that has been depleted of immunoglobulin [29,33]. In
both circumstances, an increase in core fucosylation
was observed with the development of HCC. To identify those proteins that had increased fucosylation, the
fucosylated glycoproteins associated with sera from either pooled normal or pooled HCC positive individuals were extracted using fucose specific lectins and the
proteome analyzed by either two dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE) or by a multi-step LC MS/MS based
methodology designed to identify fucosylated peptides
(see Fig. 1) [29]. Using these methodologies it was determined that the fucosylated glycoforms of many liver derived glycoproteins are found in increased abundance in the serum following the development of primary liver cancer. Several of these glycoproteins have
been analyzed in larger multi-cohort sample sets and
show promise as biomarkers of liver cancer [29,33,34].

4. Secretion of fucosylated proteins from the liver
– loss of cell polarity?
The reasons why there is an increase in fucosylated
glycoforms in the serum of patients with liver cancer is
a mystery but may be associated with loss of cell polarity. That is, many epithelial cells normally become po-
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Fig. 1. Glycoproteomic platform for biomarker discovery: (A) Comparative Glycan analysis is performed to determine glycan change of interest.
In the case of liver cancer the change is increased core fucosylation. (B) Glycan specific lectins (in this case to core fucose) are used to extract
out those glycoproteins carrying the glycans of interest. Glycoprotein’s can be analyzed either by various proteomic methodologies, 2DE is
shown here. (C) Proteins identified by proteomics are validated by immunoblot of both total and lectin enriched fractions. In this particular
gel the level of fucosylated -1 acid glycoprotein (AGP) in pooled serum from patients infected with HBV and positive for liver cancer (C) or
just infected with HBV (N) as detected by immunoblotting is shown. From left to right: (+) is the level of AGP in total serum purchased from
Sigma Chemicals. The total lanes contain the level of AGP in the unfractionated Cancer and Normal serum. The unbound fraction contains
the level of non fucosylated AGP in the cancer and normal serum while the bound fraction contains only the fucosylated AGP. (D) Eventually,
a Lectin-ELISA is made for each protein identified that allows for screening of larger patient cohorts. A typical lectin-ELISA for fucosylated
kininogen is shown.

larized, with at least two distinct plasma membrane surfaces. In the case of the intestinal epithelium, proteins
are oriented either basolaterally (toward the blood) or
apically (toward the lumen). Hepatocytes are unusual
in that they polarize in three dimensions rather than as
a two dimensional sheet. The basolateral surface is in
contact with the blood, while the apical surfaces of the
cells form the bile canaliculi Glycoproteins directed to
these surfaces may be selective or even specific for the
apical or basolateral surface, and thus maintenance of
this polarity depends upon the continuous sorting of
newly made proteins and membranes.
Recently, it has been suggested that fucosylation of
N-linked glycan within polarized hepatocytes directs
glycoproteins to the apical surface and into the bile, and
as a consequence, fucosylated glycoforms are normally

rare in the blood, and are enriched in the bile [35]. Thus,
if cancer cells become “depolarized”, it is reasoned that
fucosylated glycoforms would rise in abundance in the
blood.
The sorting theory has appeal, and is consistent with
levels of many fucosylated glycoproteins rising in the
circulation of those with cancer. The theory has been
examined for a few proteins, but must be confirmed.
Even if fucosylation does play a role in sorting, that
may not be the only function of fucosylation, and, even
if correct, may not be the entire explanation for the increase in fucosylated proteins in those with liver cancer. For example, reports have indicated both an increase in the levels of several of the fucosyltransferase
enzymes and transcripts in malignant and even non
malignant tissue, surrounding the liver cancer and in
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Fig. 2. Analysis of lectin reactive IgG as a function of protein folding via lectin FLISA. (A) Periodate oxidized mouse anti-human IgG was used as
the capture antibody and the level of fucosylated protein determined by a biotin conjugated conjugated lectin (AAL) and detected using RDyeTM
800 Conjugated Streptavidin and signal intensity measured using the OdysseyTM Infrared Imaging System. In all cases sample intensity was
compared to commercially purchased human serum (Sigma Chemicals). (B) The reactivity of human IgG to the fucose binding lectin AAL was
tested as a function of protein conformation. Purified human IgG from either four healthy subjects or two cirrhotic patients was captured using
a monoclonal mouse anti-human IgG antibody and the level of fucosylated IgG detected using the fucose binding lectin AAL. For each sample,
IgG was either left in the native state, or reduced and alkalyated before analysis. For FLISA, left column is the lectin-FLISA on IgG in a native
state; right column is the lectin-FLISA on IgG after the protein has been denatured. As this Figure shows, while only IgG from patients with
cirrhosis are reactive to the fucose binding lectin AAL in a native state, all IgG molecules are reactive to the fucose binding lectin AAL when
denatured. Samples without serum were used to measure reactivity of lectin to capture antibody.

the level of fucose substrate, UDP-L-Fucose, required
for fucosylation [26,27,36]. Thus, these increases, and
not depolarization, could account for the elevated core
fucosylation of cancer cell produced glycoproteins.

5. Changes in the glycosylation of IgG as a
function of liver fibrosis
Recently it has been determined that the glycosylation of human immunoglobulin G (IgG) molecules
reactive to the heterophilic alpha-gal epitope changes
with the development of cirrhosis [37]. Heterophilic
alpha-gal antibodies are naturally occurring antibodies that constitute 1% of total serum IgG and interact with a specific sugar linkage on glycolipids and
glycoproteins [38–40]. This sugar linkage (Gal α-13Galβ1-3-GlcNAc-R), referred to as the alpha-gal epitope, is absent in humans but is abundantly synthesized
by bacteria, yeast and nonprimate mammals and in New
World monkeys, which instead produce antibodies to
this structure (the alpha-gal antibody) in large amounts.
It has long been believed that alpha-gal antibodies control the level of Enterobacteriaceae, which are commonly found as a normal part of the human and animal
gut flora and express the alpha-gal epitope.

In addition to the change in glycosylation, greatly
increased binding of several fucose-binding lectins to
alpha-gal specific IgG has been observed. [37]. This is
paradoxical, as the change observed on alpha-gal IgG
was a reduction in galactosylation and the level of fucose remained constant. Surprisingly, while human immunoglobulin (in general) contains predominantly core
fucosylated glycans, lectins specific to core fucose bind
poorly to native IgG from healthy individuals. In contrast, native IgG molecules from subjects with cirrhosis
bind greater amounts of fucose binding lectin. Strong
lectin binding from all subjects does occur following
denaturation of the antibody, suggesting a conformational change in IgG with the development of cirrhosis
(see Fig. 2).
These two surprising findings, the alteration in the
glycosylation of heterophilic alpha-gal antibodies and
the greater association with fucose binding lectins, has
lead to the development of a simple method to monitor
liver fibrosis and cirrhosis. In a 300+ patient coded
study, this assay was shown to be able to differentiate
severe fibrosis and cirrhosis from mild fibrosis with
positive predictive value of 97% [37].
While it is currently unclear why changes in the glycosylation of alpha gal IgG occur with the development
of fibrosis/cirrhosis, an exciting possibility is that it is
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Fig. 3. Proposed model for the role of alpha-gal antibodies in the
development of lver disease. (A) Bacterial products that are normally
produced everyday by the death and destruction of gut flora are
normally cleared by the liver. This includes bacterial toxins such as
Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), which contain the alpha-gal sugar epitope
as well as other bacterial products that contain the alpha-gal epitope.
(B) In patients with liver disease, the clearance of these bacterial
products is compromised and hence, the bacterial antigens can either
bypass the liver (or enter the liver) and through (C) interaction with
alpha-gal specific B cells, lead to the generation of a humoral immune
response (D). This immune response could lead to more bacterial
destruction and bacterial products in the serum (E). Thus, the constant
exposure to bacterial products such as LPS could lead to greater
levels of inflammation and the acceleration of liver disease. See text
for more detail.

the result of immune stimulation. That is, it has been
shown that a decrease in galactosylation of IgG is associated with repeated immunization and response to a
specific antigen [41]. Surprisingly, this is the same alteration that we have observed and it strongly suggests
that there may be clonal expansion of a specific set of B
cells, presumable those that secrete heterophilic alphagal antibodies. It has been recently reported that IgG
mediates pro- and anti-inflammatory activities through
the engagement of its Fc domain (Fc) with distinct Fc
receptors (FcgRs). One type of interaction generates a
pro-inflammatory effect while other interactions generate anti-inflammatory effects. The type of interaction is dependent upon the presence of terminal sialic acid residues on the N-linked glycan present on the
IgG molecule [42]. IgG molecules containing terminal sialic acid molecules lead to anti-inflammatory responses while IgG molecules lacking terminal sialic
acid lead to a pro-inflammatory response. It is hypothesized here that the shift to N-linked glycan lacking
terminal galactose residues, which prevents the further
addition of sialic acid molecules, is indicative of antibody response to bacteria. An interesting hypothesis
is how this could influence pathology. As shown in
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Fig. 4, bacterial products that are normally produced
everyday by the death and destruction of gut flora are
cleared by the liver sinusoids. This includes bacterial
toxins such as Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), which contains the alpha-gal sugar epitope and has been implicated as playing a role in the development of liver fibrosis [43–45]. However, in patients with liver disease, the
clearance of these bacterial products is compromised
and the bacterial antigens can either bypass the liver (or
enter the liver) and through interaction with alpha-gal
specific B cells, lead to the generation of a humoral
immune response directed towards the alpha-gal epitope. This immune response could lead to more bacterial destruction and bacterial products in the serum.
Thus, the constant exposure to bacterial products such
as LPS could lead to greater levels of inflammation and
the acceleration of liver disease. Thus, the change in
the glycosylation of alpha- gal IgG molecules may act
not only as a biomarker of liver fibrosis, but may play a
major role in the disease itself. This is currently under
investigation.
6. Conclusion
Changes in N-linked glycosylation have long been
associated with the development of disease [46–50].
In the case of liver cancer, it has been clearly shown
that an increase in core fucosylation is associated with
the development of disease, in both animal models and
in people [19,20,22–24,29,33,51,52]. This finding has
lead to the only diagnostic marker of HCC approved by
the U.S Food and Drug Administration (FDA). However, for HCC, this may represent just the tip of the
iceberg. As many more glycoproteins with altered glycans are identified, a marker that can identify early liver
cancer with 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity may
soon be at hand.
Recent findings that changes in glycosylation of
alpha-gal occur with the development of liver fibrosis
may help in the development of a simple, inexpensive
and non invasive assay and may provide insights into
the development of liver disease.
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